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Brownie)n Motion in a Ro†q†ing FJuid

1.Intorduction

The first successful theory of' Br･ovnian motion Was due

to Einstein I) He obtained the famous formula (the first

kind of fluctuation dissipation theorem)

D-半,
(川

Where D is t.he dif､fusion coefficient,, k8 the Blot.zmann
●

constant,ナthe absolute temperature and ( the Stokes fric-

lion constant Of､ the particle.

In an attempt to go beyond Einstein･s york, L.angevin2)

proposed his equation, vhicb in the absence or external

macroscopic field reads

～

肌#'ニーSLtiVjし七,十Fc"ノ
(･･ユ)

′ヽ_.

<FtLt)>三OJ しJ､叫

′ヽ■_

< F～亡しt,ち(t''〉-2kBT 5Lt)tCrLt-t'), u･3り

Where m is the mass of particle and Ui(i) its velocity, (i)I

the Stokes friction constant, Fi(i) t,he fluct.uating force due

to the thermal agitation, a(t) Dirac's delta Function and < >

ー4-
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Browni(コn Motion in (コ Ro†Q†ing Fluid

denotes the equilibrium ensemble average, and the summation

convention is used throughout this paper. Equations (1.2)

and (1.3) represent the Gaussian, Markovian stochastic pro-

cess and equation (1.3b) is also called the fluctuation

dissipation theorem.

One may criticize the use of the steady state Stokes

friction constant in (1.2). In fact, from the non-

equilibrium statistical mechanics, it can be shown that the

generalized Langevin equation3) i5 0r the Form

-#'-一上:rL)･-管(s,ds
- F:(t,/ (t･+,

and

′ヽ_

<Fi(i)>
--

0,

′ヽ_

<声"t)FJ.(S)〉-2k8Tr'1 (lt-SJ),

vhere 7ij(i) is the time dependent friction t.ensor･ This

stochastic process is stationary, non-Markovian, Gaussian and

the Fluctuation-dissipation theorem (I.6) holds. Equations

(1.4) to (1.6) are quit.e general and valid for any system in

the thermal equilibrium. Hovever, it is difficult to

compute γij(t) explicitly even for the spherical Brovnian

prticle. In this circumstances, the fluctuating hydrody-

-5-
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Brownidn Motion in cI Ro†c)†ing FIuid

ics is very useful and successful. This semi-macroscopic

approach Was started by Greenl) , by Landau and Lifshitz5) and

developed by Fox and Uhlenbeck6) on the basis or the theory

of Onsager･ and Machlup7)

In fluctuating hydrodynamics, it is assumed that there

are spontaneous local stresses due to thermal agitation in

the fluid. Then the basic equations of fluctuat.ing

hydrodynamics of' the incompressible f､1uid are assumed to be

f譜ニー∇P十ル△V十マ･6'′

∇･1｢= 0,

(. 74)

(l17bノ

vher･e p, FJ, P, tl and >(r,i) are the density, viscosity,

pressure, velocity vector of the fluid and the.r.andom stress

tensor･ due to the thermal agitation, respectively. The

random stress tensor r has the following statistical proper-

ties

<6>tJ (r,t)ラ
- 0,

′ヽ■-

< o<')･(r･t)oTk且(r'J tJ))
- 2♭βT/人rLjt-6(r-r') Sし七-t')′

(/､g玖)

(J.㌢b)

rLti如= i;hd;t止十んか-3-a;btん･ LL･PL)
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Browni⊂ln Motion in ct Ro†c]†ing Fluid

It should be not,ed that the 4-rank tensor γi).kl has the

properties γi)Lkl=-/).ilk,γi).kl=Yklり and γiij).=0 ･ These relations

ver･e derived by the use of the Onsager and Machlup theor･y of

the ther･mal fluctuations516) , in Which the assumptions of the

stationary Gaussian and Markovian processes, of the linear

regression equations of the fluctuations and of the equili-

blium distribution are made.

Hereafter ve neglect the interaction between the parti-

cles. Solving the equations of motion.'of the fructuating

fluid subject
to the appropriate boundary condit.ions on the

particle and eliminating the Fluid variables, one can derive

the Langevin equation and the f､1uctuation dissipation theorem

for the Brovnian particle. This idea Was proposed by

zvanzig8) and by Fox and Uhlenbeck6) Who, however, neglected

the inertial effects of fluid. Then they Were lead to the

classical Langevin equation (1.2) vith (1.3). For a

spherical Brovnian particle the generalized Langevin equation

Was discussed by Chow and Her･mans9) , While for the particle

of arbitrary shape Was derived by Hauge and Martin LofIO) and

by Bedeaux and Mazur川

The autocorrelation function of Ui(i) due to the genera-

1ized Langevin equation (I.4) to (1.6), Which has the long

time tail as <Ui(i)Ui(0)>～t13/2 for large i, Was in good

-7-
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Brovni(コn Motion in c Ro†c[†ing Fluid

agreement vitb the numerical simulation by Alder and

vainvright12) and With the experiments( Ohbayashi et a1.13),

Paul et al.14)).
Moreover many studies on the Brovnian motion

in the different physical situations have been made on the

basis of the fluctuating hydrodynamics, for example, many

particles system of Brovnian particles by Mazur15), Brovnian

notion of polymer by Jones16), Wall effects on the Brovnian

motion by Gotoh & Kaneda17) and so on.

On the otheF hand, a number of studies have been Worked

out concerning the fluctuations about steady states far fr.om

thermal equilibrium since early 1970's. In these studies,

fluctuatig hydrodynamics Was also applied to obtain the

correlation functions of physical quant,ities, e.g. velocity-

velocity or density-density correlation or the fluid near the

Rayleigh-Benard instability by Zaitzev et al.18), Lesnikov et

a1.19), Lekkerkerker et a1.20) and others, t.hen the singulari-

t,ies of the correlations Were found. Applying this method

to the Brovnian motion near the Rayleigh-Bernard instability,

I.ekkerkerker2I), Garisto and Mazur22) found that the friction

constant and diffusion coefficient of a spherical Br･ovnian

particle are proportinal to ct/2 and c-3/2 (divergent) as c

tends to zero respect.ively, Where E=(Rc-R)/Rc, R and Rc are

-8-
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Brownicn Motion in 8 Ro†c†ing Fluid

the Rayleigh and critical Rayleigh numbers. Hovever the

justification for fluctuating hydrodynamics far from ther.mal

equilibrium Was not clear. It Was given by Keizer23) from

the viewpoint, of. the elementary molecular processes(see also

Fox2ヰ)).

Very recently many theoretical studies have been made in

the fluctuations in fluids When the steady velocity or

temperature gradients are applied. Their results25) pre-

diet.ed t.he asymmetry in the correlation function of t,he

density-density fluctuations in the frequency space, and they

Were in good agreement vith the experimental data. In these

studies, the theories Were based on st,atistical mechanics or

fluctuating hydrodynamics. Fluctuating hydrodynamics is

convenient and useful to study the nature of fluctuations in

the steady states far fr･om equilibr･ium. In fluctuating

hydrodynamics, the basic equations are assumed to be the

Navier-Stokes equation With the random stress tensor due to

the thermal agitation.

Within the f､ramevork or this Fluctuating hydrodynamics,

Hermans26) st,udied the Brovnian motion of a spherical particle

based on Oseen's approximate equation. Hovever it is veil

known that Oseen's equation is not a correct appr'oximation

near t.he particle. The full analysis of the Brovnian not.ion

-9-
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Brovni(】n Hof ion in q Ro†cI†ing F(uid

based on the Navier-SLokes equation Was perf､ormed by

Kaneda=71. As is veil known the regular pertubation method

in a small particle Reynolds number fails in 昏etting a first

order correction to Stokes' law(i.e. Vhitehead's paradox).

Using the matched asymptotic expansions and the correlation

funct.ions, Which make clearer the boundary conditions at

infinity than those of previous studies, he obtained the

Langevin equations for the Brovnian particle.

In this paper. ve conslder･ the Langevin equationss for.

t.he Brovnian part.icle immersed in an unbounded fluid Which is

undergoing rigid rotation With constant angular velociLy Of.

Since the fluid has t.he anisot.Topic nature due to the rota-

Lion, it may be expected that the Langevin equations for the

Brovnian particle are modified and the fluctuation-

dissipation relat.ions have the anisotropic character. It

is found, in fact, that. the rot.ation gives rise to the

anisotropy in the friction constants of the particle and in

the correlation functions of the fluctuating forces and

t,orques acting on the particle. It. is noted that the

expansions of the velocity, pressure and so on can be made

not in terms of n.i but of叫=.

In the following chapters ve Will analyse this problem

by using the matched asymptotic expansions and Kaneda's

-10-



Brownic[n Motion in q Ro†c]†ing F)uid

method of cor･relation functions. In Chap.2 the basic

equations are derived, and in Chaps.3 and 4 ve develop the

formulation in ter･ms of the correlation functions. In

Chaps.5, 6 and 7 tbe three kinds of､ fields introduced in

Chaps.3 and 4 are solved, and in Chap.8 the correlation

functions of the fluctuating forces and torques acting on the

particle are computed. In Chap.9 the Langevin equations

are derived for the Brovnian particle of t,he arbitrary shape

l■

in the rotating f､1uid, and in Chap.10 the results are

discussed.

-1l-
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Browniqn Mo†ion in cI Ro†c)†ing FIuid

2. Basic Equations

Ve consider particles suspending in an infinite region

of incompr･essible fluctuating fluid Which is undergoing rigid

rotation With constant angular velocity Q;. we assume that

the suspension is so dilute that the int.er･action between the

particles can be neglected. A particle of ar･bitrary shape

Whose characteristic body dimension a and mass m is assumed

to be translating With speed U; relative to the systematic

unperturbed flow and rotating With angular velocityの;.
The

origin 0 of the Cartesian co-ordinate system is chosen to be

fixed to the particle and for the fluid
.to

rotate about the

y-axis. In this co-ordinate system, the unperturbed flow is

expressed as

I,る=幻;
x r'(or-C′.r'), here C;,･-1/21n;I (6i16,13-6i36,.I)･

The motion of､ tbe f-1uid is assumed to be described by the

stochastic Landau-Lifshitz equations of motion

F(諾十(I,･'v')V')-V:(て′十6:I)
-

p5%', (a･･a'

∇'･tr′=ニ0′
(211b)

てL:Jl

--P'db､-A(考-紗J
(2･2,

vhereてi)･ the stress tensor due to the velocity field I/I and

-12-



Brovnicn Motion in o Ro†Q†ing FIuid

the pressure p . It is assumed that the random stress tensor･

′ヽ_ 1

ot･)･ due to thermal agitation has the stochastic properties

(i.8). In (I.8) temperature r is assumed to be constant

throughout the fluid and < > denotes the '1oca1' equilibrium

l

ensemble average With tT8,虫占 and CJ fixed. The velocity

field v (r′,t') satisfies the following stick boundary condi-

1

tion on the surface Sp of the particle

′

U'(rJ′t′) -L18 X r′ノ Y′ om sp･ (2･3)

The motion of､ the particle is governed by

噌-F′-J5F(.′+示′)･dS'･(a･4"

J'･S!'B
-

M'…Jspr′★(t･さ′)･よS',
(a･4♭'

′

Where X8 is the position vector of the particle With respect

to the laboratory frame, J' the moment of iner･tia tensor of

the particle and dS' the area segment vector t.aken along the

outward normal.

Nov let us define the following dimensionless quanti-

ties;

r′-α一′ t′-tot/ v′- Ⅴ｡VJ

-13-



Brownie)n Hofion in o RofQfing Fluid

p,-碧p,

M′-ルa2vQM′

祇-fzノ

and

句I-穿o,･J.ノ

Jノ-仰♂Jノ

7To
no-1㌃/

F'-Aの77o F,

ノレム=-
f

/

3 P

J^-一房･万一

W: -VQV8, L1;
-Ll.nB,士叫iToユーー与良8丁.

(2.5つ

aU.
良-丁

R(i-R･K-越f'
2L' ,

aln｡
Pn-T′

K=9La277Q I

(2.b)

vhere Å is the Lorentz parameter and K the dimensionless

angular velocity or the systematic unperturbed f､lov. In

terms or these quantities the previous equations of' motion

and boundary condition become

入諾ナR(VT･V)U-∇･(･t十声トス譜′
(之･?A'

∇･γー= o,

てLtjニーFd:t]･十埠十3EJ''･ノ

-14-
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Brovniqn Motion in (コ Rofo†ing F一uid

<ot･1('Jt)) -0ノ (2. ㌢ct)

くoli).Lr･J i,)ah (rlノセユJ>

=

r7J良A∫(yT
-rl)d7t･ -I-)

(2･3b)

and

一｢〒JIp A r,

Let us Write

oM Sp･

γ- γ十1r～, P-P-十F,

Where (v,p) is the systematic f'ield satisfying

(ヱ.?)

(a.LO)

入質十R(&･∇)i7-∇･モース#ノ(2.,Ia,

∇･V = o. (ヱ.Ilk)

and the boundary conditions

I
_

~~二__ー

ひ= JIp x r′ o仰 Sp , (ユIl加ノ

ーー- -tT8十k e･r, as /r/→co. (ユ.Lib)

Then the Fluctuating field (i,さ) satisfies

-15-
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Brownicln Motion in cI Ro†cL†ing Fluid

入諾十R['i7･∇'5･(i7･v)i7十'i>･v'i7]-∇･モ

-

∇一あ

v.6:-o.

′ヽ_■

V - 0
, OJn SpJ

L2･ (3a)

(1. lラb)

(2. 14-)

Where the boundary condition of & at infinity is not speci-

fled yet. The equations of motion of the part,icle are also
●

Written as

杏-戸十戸,

F≡ 1s,モ･よS′

F ≡ 13,'モ十爺'･ds,

T･粋-M-十日J
(ヱ･け如

′ヽ_′

Mq- 1sFrXモ･ds･〔ユIL}b'

節… JsFrX'毛十F'･dSJ(2.,[c,

Where (F-,元) and (戸,蕗) are the systematic force and torque,

and the fluctuating force and torque acting on t.he particle,

respectively. It is convenient to introduce the genera-

1ized hydrodynamic force;

-16-



BrovniQn Motion in cI Ro†q†ing Fluid

k:- JJOFL･十d'dlMLt, dJ?-c(,,

(2./占)

vhere α-0 stands for the force and α-1 for the torque.

Corresponding to (2.16) and noting (2.15 b,c), ve can Write

K`.メ-i,△･;,tJ一九･毎Ih,ds良

=L, A;
--J･丘dsh

･L,△ダ√号h-S･h,ds4

/?'< + k～'{,

Where

(ヱ.J〃

o(

△Lj･
≡

dJoo7d･十crJ/E･.bJ･メ良 (1･,"

and ci,･k is the alternating tensor･ In the present Work,

ve assume that parameters A, RQ and RK are not Only small but.

more restr･ictive, namely, they satisfy the conditions;

P<<1, だJl <<1, たL'<<1ノ (J･/q)

R <く RKyl<< I. (よ.ユ0)

The second assumption (2.20) shows that the errect or inertia

-17-
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Brovni〔】n Motion in ⊂】 Ro†q†in9 FIuid

due to the Fluid rotation dominates the one due to the

translation and rotation of the part土cle･ And ir the approxi-

′ヽ′
■

mation (2.20) is made, vecan neglect the term R(盲･v)y ln

(2.13a) (see Appendix-G).

To simplify notations a forma1 4-component vector and

tensor notation ar･e introduced. The fields 芯 and主;
are

grouped together t.o form 4-components vector

気

x'v2

′ヽ_

×3

′ヽノ

Xヰ

一ヽ一

V;

5,

巧

7

q.

y～l

?,
′ヽ.′

ifE!

一(c2.L2J)

The lover Greek indices take values ∫,2,3,4 vhere the indices

1,2,3 refer to 3-vector components and the one 4 refers to a

scalar field. Roman indices i,i,た etc. vilュ take only the

values I,2,3, denoting 31VeCtOr COmPOnentS. On the other

hand the upper Greek indices take 0 or L. In this nota-

tion a tensor differential operator･ is defined by

⊥ヤ(ェノtノ- LLI. L/コ, L[3ノ LI4･

Lil, L,l′ L3L3. Lよ牛

L3l, L31, L33ノL)午

Ll/, L阜㍉ Ll}, L_+チ

-18-



BrowniQn Motion in Q Ro†Q†ing F一uid

積十R(u-q気十藍)-A,痩,R監ノ
∂

■-

--
~｢

e:E! H

R貸,入麦+良(取立十慈)-△,R蔑ノー
巨I

3エ2.

~■_

R鷺, R監,嬢十R(5d立十畿)-A,一缶
∂ ∂

==== J

3LLl
′ ∂エ1ノ

∂

313 ノ

(ヱ.ユリ

Then (2.13) in Which thetermR(I/.V)芯isdropped can be Written

一ヽ■

simply as

′ヽ■′ ′＼/

LJF(‡ノりXp(x′七)-Yd (諾′亡)′

Where the relation (2.7c) is used.

-19-
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Brovniqn Motion in c] Ro†q†ing Fluid

3. Formulation based on the correlation functions

Assuming Å<<l, one obtains the equations For the syste-

matic field (I/,p) as

a(5･∇)i7 - ∇･て,

∇･伊 -o,

i7-L28X r,

(3./4)

(3.Ib)

o刊 Spノ (3tヱa)

--1左
十 FtC･r′ os /r/--L>,(3.2_b)

since (v,p) is steady and ;i,I(r,i) is a statistically sta-

`ヽ一 一ヽ■

tionary process, (v,p) is also stationary process so that

■ヽ■

correlation functions <vi(r,i)∂ kl(I,t )> etc. are functions

or モーt . Ve introduce Formal tensor f'ields def､ined by

4?a,]仰(I,PJ｣･)≡ <斉du,t)ゐ仰(r,ナノ〉′
(3.3a)

YJノRe(X,i-tリ≡<X～d (X′t,i(～le",))′

(3.3b)

-20-
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BrovniQn Motion in c( RofQting Fluid

3よノ且仰(I,I;で-i)=< YcL(I,i)ゐ仰(r, f'))ノ

て｡′A?(I, +-t′)=- <Yd (X′亡) k～lP(fJ))

(3.ヰq)

L3.4-b)

and the Fourier time transf-orm

j^i-,-f[+",プ･-I:佃,e(I-tdt･
(SIS,

Multiplying (2.13) and (2.14) by 岩k上(r,i), taking the

ensemble average With UB, f28 and C fixed and after Fourier

time transform, ve have

/ヽ ヘ
ノ＼

LJP (I/-)奉.点上(X,r,w)-3d,ju (I.'T,LU).

(3.6)
The boundary conditions are assumed t.o be

?J･,良R'x･r,-'-0, I o-I,ノ
-ノ

'oノ CL5 /1-rJーDO･

In a similar Way. one obtains

-2l-
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Brownicln Motion in c) Ro†c]†ing F)uid

/ヽ

L〆,(ズ′Lu,令.ヱ(I,w)-令/le(i, LL,,

With the boundary conditions

+^d,′ip(1ノW) - 0
′

vbere

L^JP (メ. LU)

(3.8)

I c･q Sp (317q)

a5 /I/---うDO′ (319bノ

-ん加R払五十藷)-ムノR藍ノ R艶

R藷′ -ん小R(兎鼓寸づ監)-△/ R先,

i
∂ヱI

J
叔ユ

R貿,々畿ノ ーん如R(硯鼓十慈)-△ノー島
i c)
∂丈lノ 3ズiJ

∂
一■■■■■l■--

∂エ_)
′

(3./o)

Hereafter considering the case u=0, the equations can be

Written as

-22-
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Brovnion Hof ion in cI Rofc[†)'ng F一uid

Lap(X)私j"(Xノr)- 3d.e仰f･X.Y)′ (ふ′′)

4)Jlノ]-fx,r)=o
′

x c- siJ (3･/14)

--→0 ′
as /I-rl--印′

(3･L2･b)

L吋(I){,.ど(∫)
-そd.3(I),

vbere

(3､/3ノ

y!J,,A?(X)-0 , X c仰Sp/ (31/-

夕0ノ
aS /X/-c7Qノ

( 3./チb)

Lヤ`ズノ- Lや(メ.七,/3i,=o- L^ヂ`Xノ--0, (3J/S,

and
〈

of ?ノYJl,Tan°? is omitted･

/＼

-23-



Brovnic]n Mo†ion in q Ro†c]†ing FIuid

4. Procedure fort the calculation of the cor･relation

function of the fluct,uating gener･alized hydrodynamic

rorces

We consider the correlation f､unction or fluctuating

generalized hydrodynamic forces acting on the particle;

y:J･@- I_<K～:tt,K～JP(i.,)dt-(百LTぢ〉′
(-

Which can be Written using (2.17) as

-

<JsF△.紙t(I,･範k(I,tdSkは,や
TRt乙は,

K～,?
′ヽ_

･十く6,～1k(I)R;〉t
dsk (I)

(4: 2)

Getting the knowledge of

<鮎x,～KJ?t〉
and solving the

equations (3.13) vith (3.14), ve can calculate the correla-

tion function (4･.)･ Toobtainthe field

<売声(I,～K)F>,

ve define the field

～; and the adjoint field† x :,8[

千
Field 7L^+(〟(COrreSpOnding

to九I-It:;ie妄言ま…主nt
to

礼`r'(corresponding to

xよ-Kd･ei
) by

/xJ(LヤX@) d3r - /(L+.pxl言)x<d3r

-24-
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BrovniQn Motion in c] Ro†c]†ing Fluid

xJ,£(〆'-
}･;
:･lニ:: xltP(x,-

LJr(I)Xr,蛋(I)-o,

Lニr(x)x+"?(x) - oノ

:{/f:,;

:':

i-;;
:I:=T,:,:

碍

(4. 3a-i)

(+.4a)

L4,.牛b)

γ'ttp(x)- γ'Ttp(rノ-△5'e
′

X
c桝Sp′

(4Jqノ

ー･.~づ 0
ノ a5/XI--DO}

(+.Tb)

vhere

L+JJ- (メ)

=
:
-
-

-
-
t
%
.

ーR仲立一雷)-△′ R琵, p茸ノ
∂

･-

~~~~■~~
∂エJ

R莞, -R(取た一語)-△ノR莞. -a*i

尺覚ノ R慧ノ-昨鼓一党トAノ
3 ∂

∂Llノ ぬiノ
JX3ノ

and define the tensor for the later use
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o+E･;･㌢
-

1:&P巧･十毒スL･+a?･志′X;･言
(午.7ノ

Consider the following identity

o -

7L+d73(I,･tL叶(x,hh& (ズ･r,一手,,hl
(…バ

-中JJj- (XJr,L+J√√x,ズJ58

=

7{%P(小(叱dtJ･十笥)
-

△吋<巧･(xノ筏且(r,>

一缶<F｡鴫J(r,)j

ー<恥ズ,紘(r')｢-tR恨缶d;J一票)-△d7)･lx+Jt;(i,

~転TX:i(x'〕
(4. ♂)

From (3.ll) and (4.4b). Then the use or (2.7c), (4.7) and

the relation(see Appendix-A)
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( ～ちx:i〔メ㍉･3t(メ)ゐ√r,)

-〈t夷玩LX,L輯冨LI,充L(r'),
什?'

yields (4.8) as

[rL､%P

LX,･(<モ〕l(メ,禿R(r,ラ
+

<毎･(I,禿R(r,)～

-<領｡鴫R(r'〉 e与夏(ズノ

ーR x:iP{1,<領(I,禿. (r,)守(I,〕

-I竜xLt+&P(i,l<
nTJ､(I,禿l (r,> ･

Integrating this over the volume ｢ bounded externally by the

spherical surface SK With radius K and by the surface Sp of

the par･ticle, and using Gauss' theorem and the boundary

conditions (3.12) and (4.5a), ve have

J3F△3E[<モL〕t(I,6-(r,〉

十<句l(I,0'如(r,〉†dsJ･(I)

-27-
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- J5k仲ノ†<-Cjl-(r,, -<r-LtJ･は)禿&(r,,i

-<萌は,禿j(r,, e:J;(I,
-

p付.ノ<
i>L･LX, 6L

(r,'qt(/,)
dsJ･,,,

- [ri
3%J･榊<r～Ltj(帆(r,>

d
x
.

･

(+.IO)

The left hand side of (4.10) can be Written by the use of

(2.17) and (3.3)

< []5F△甘L･BiT～LtJt(" ･
r^LJ(ズ小sd･'ズ'lmTh9Lr'〉

- <･k～%P私(r,)･

On the other hand, from the assumption (2.8b)

(4.1り

くatJtt-～hA(H>-?- [< 5'LJ(…｣ 6TkR 'r7

t′''L-0
- rL､J.k}㌔(I-r),

-28-
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the last term of the right hand side of (4.10) becomes

I,fち輔(I)t･<汽･(ズノ-n>^x

-売xJ%P(r,十缶x謁什)･
(･t･3)

Assuming that if､ ve let K - - the outer surface integral

vanishes(see Appendix-E), ve obtain

< o'～u(r, %B>

一概xf&P(r,十缶xh+i(r,†･
(叫)

It is seen from the above equation that the field

く亀t(r)k～i>
is expressed by the adjoint field

'x=,;
(r)･

-29-
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5. Calculation of the systematic force and torque

In this chapter, the systematic f､orce and torque acting

on the particle ar･e computed. Ve now introduce the pertur-

bations q and p defined by

許-k･c･r- UB十i/

アニ Po一定kr･C･UBI,F,

(∫. ノαノ

a. )b)

Where Po is the pressure due･to the fluid rotation -Which

satisfies

po
-一士RK,i(ヱI之十ズ,i).

Then the equati(⊃ns for the perturbation (I,p) become

(I. i)

P(JtC･卜tT8+2)･∇曾十盈kC･rニー∇P十△望,

(51.うCt)

∇･2'-○,

】｢≡

(S.3 b)

皇ニーkc･P-+仇十JIpxY, o- STpノ(叫｣

ーーーーナ0,
CIS /Y/jCQ.

(∫.今♭ノ
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It is veil known in low Reynolds number hydr･odynamics

that one can not obtain the solution of､ (5.3) subject
to

(5.4) valid overt the Whole region by the method of regular

perturbation in small R. Here ve Will consider briefly the

reason of､ this fact. To carry out the regular perturba-

tion method in A, the zeroth order equations are of the form

△皇o
-

∇p. -oノ V･2o- o (sJ-qJL)

and the boundary conditions (5.4). The solution or (5.5)

is given by the Stokes solution, vhich has the asymptotic

forms;

2o- 0(+),

Po -

o(-t=)ノ
cI3 /r/ ------pO. (I.i)

Now substitute these into (5.3a) again. If the neglected

terms in the zeroth order equations are small compared vitb

the retained terms over the Whole region, then this approxi-

nation is unif'ormly valid. The results are

omitted terms (left hand side of (5.3a))

=o( RKr-I)=o( RKr~1),
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retained terms (right hande side of (5.3a))

=o(r~3),

for large r so that for r>r.(= R;I/2>> 1) the omitted terms

become comparable With the retained ter･ms. Thus the zer･oth

order solution of (5.3) and (5.4) is not uniformly valid, but

valid only in the region r<R;1/2
Therefore, it is

■

neccessary to consider the different expansions Jcorresponding

to'the inner region (or Stokes region r < R;I/2) and the outer

;egion (or Oseen region ㍗ > RK-I/2), respectively. This

method of the expansions is called the method of matched

asymptotic expansions, Which Was developed by Proudman and

pearson28) For full discussions see above paper or the

textbook of Van Dyke29) In this paper, ve vilュ use this

method to obtain the solution up to 0(R土/2) Which is uniformly

valid (Brenner and Cox30) ).

5-1. Inner expansions

Under the assumption (2.20), the inner expansions are of､

the form

-32-
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2-官o(r)十 7Zkk望i(r)十 0(R/1), (Lウ｡,

F- Po(r)十 たk鬼pl(P)ナ 0(R,<必) (5:.7b)

and the systematic force and torque on the particle are also

expanded as

F- Fo十RkkFl. 0(々kk)ノ

〟- M-.十毘k3iM-1十 0(疋仁k),

-(∫･ね)

(5.aら)

Where Fo and No are the force and torque on the particle due

to (qo,po) JFl and hll the force and torque due to (ql,pl) ,

respectively. ロpon susbstituting (5.7) into (5.3) and

(5.4) and equating terms in R望, one obtains

△3o -

∇po -oノ ∇･2o -o, (517aノム)

2oニーkC･F+uB十LIDX r, o仰 ST,ノ(3JOa)

----づ 0. 々∫ 〟(/-→tk,.

(∫./Db)

Likewise, equating terms in R上/2

-33-
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△2z- ∇PL= 0/ ∇･曾1-0/ (S･//o′ム)

2ヱ- O, o･" Sp･ (I･Iヱ)

The boundary condition of the field (ql,Pl) as r-cO IS

Furnished by the matching procedure.

5-2. Outer expansions

Dimensionless outer variable i is defined as follows;

r=融/2r
～

The outer expansions are

含 - Rた鬼&1(r-)十0(Rホ鬼),

i - 符J( Pェ(i)+ 0(Jeた)･

(5.13)

(s. I+q)

(与.I+A)

If the operator･ V in (5.3) is rewritten in ter･ms of outer

variable and the outer expansions (5.14) are substituted into

the resulting equations, it is found that to the lowest or'der'

in R上/2 (ql,Pl) satisfies the equations

-34-
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-LC･Y～)･亨&l+C･QユニーV～pL十A～Q,ノ (=玖)

守.Qユ ニ0,

The outer boundary condition is

Qヱ･(F)

(∫.f与t))

以S /r～/-→抑 (与･tら)

~ヽ′

and there is in addition a matching condition at T･-0.

5-3. Zeroth order inner approximation

Tbe solution or (5.9) and (5.10) is clearly the Stokes

solution or the problem. In our analysis, ve require the

knowledge of- the Stokes field at great distances from the

particle. The asymptotic fqrms are

2. (I-)ニーS(r)･F:7
- 〔∇.s(F)I:BTo+ o(r-3), (エ′叫

Po (I:)-
-

I(〃･F-.
-[∇tW)].･Li.+ o(r-+), (s,/クL)

q∫ /●Y/--･･･→Cq}

-35-
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(B-o)(J-

(Bo)J,Lt - ∈LJ･k(M-a)kノ

/
s.〕･(r,- 15T, (cntJ･･乎〕,
tJLY)=⊥追

納rヱ ｢

(5L･)紳)

(I-,lCb)

(5T.IBc)

With Fo and no as the dimensionless Stokes for･ce and tor･que,

and A:B denotes the contraction With respect to two indices.

5-4. First order outer approximation

Expr･essing the Stokes solution (qo,po) in terms of the

outer var･iable, ve obtain

2c -一礼!v2s(F)･F:十 0(臥).

P. -一得Kt(Pt)･房+ o(々k3'1.

(∫.I?L3)

(i.Il b)

Hence requirements f､or (¢1,Pl) to be properly matched With

the inner expansions are

Ql -

-S(r～)･fT-o′

Pl --

-i(r～)･Fo,

(5.ユOq)

a5 /i:/--→o.
(r･乙0♭)

The solution oE- (5.15) subject t.o (5.16) and (5.20) is given

-36-
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Qユ(F) -- ら(r1･Fo,

Pi (戸)ニー.T (i)･Foノ

by

(与､1Icl)

(I,2I♭)

'～

. .
一-

vbere the second rank tensor ら(r) and the vector ど(r) satisfy

r(c･F)･gl与十C･q-一守丁十紬十1√(ど),
LS･21a'

∇･年-○,

G･L～r)-- ■0,

(ゞ､21♭)

久S IFl-→o′ (5L.ユ3)

It is known that the expansions of (qI,Pl) for small i are of

the Form(Cbildress31) )

Ql(F1 -

-Is(r～)- Hl･Fo
→ ○(～r), は之叫

Pl(r1 -

-tip)･FIB
+ 0(ド-I)′ L;･叫b)

Where H is a constant second rank tensor (so called side

force tensor).

5-5. First order inner approximation

The boundary conditions or (qo,po) as r-- are obtained

-37-
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from (5.24) such as

2/- H･Foノ

FJ 0 (r-I).

(∫､2･r玖)

(5.⊥ぐb)

Theref､ore the solution or the Stokes problem (5.ll), (5.12)

and (5.25) is easily round that the asymptotic f､orms are

竺′(Fl- H･声D -

S(y)･ム+ 0(,-1)/ (3.ヱ64)

P/ (y)-
-t.i,)･b十0(,-J)ノ OS /r/一向

(∫､ヱ占b)

Where a is a constant vect.or.

5-6. Systematic force and torque

lt has already been seen that the zeroth order inner

approximation (5.17) and the the First order (5.26) are both

solutions of the Stokes equations. As is veil known in

lov Reynolds number hydrodynamics (Happel and Brenner32) ), the

force and torque acting on the arbitrary shaped particle are

glVe by
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Fo --｢･VB-c^ ･(ne-nナ),

抗｡--c^t･uB
-oZ) ･(nB-nナ).

Fl -

r･H･F.,

MIL -

o^t･H･F.
,

凸サニー壬Ite:(C-C七).

and

Where

(∫､17oL)

(i.17 b)

(I.2･8仇)

(ゞ.2.3』)

しS､ユq)

The coefficient r is the translation dyadic Which depends

only upon the shape of- the particle. The coefficients oD

and o▲ are the rotation dyadic and the coupling dyadic at the

origin vhich depend upon the particle shape and the location

or the origin 0. It is Yell known, moreover, that the

following symmetry relations hold for t.he friction tensors;

｢:dt-rJIL
, CD)Ltd-(cD)JtL･ (t･3oa･b)
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6. Calculation of the adjoint field

In this chapter ve omit indexes such as β,q of､ (4.3) For

the sake or simplicity and recover them vhen the explicit

formulae are needed.

6-1. Inner and outer expansions

ln order to seek the asymptotic solution or (4.4b) and

(4.5) by the method of matched asympt.otic expansions, one can

pr･oceed in a Way similar to Chap.5. Taking int.o account

the expansions of systematic field (tl,P) for small RKl/2 , ve

Write the inner expansion as follows

xJ;--x:-x:`o(',,十Rkyl X:"(r, +

o(だ{a)｡

A tensor

g守g
due to

I;ぞq
is defined by

算'!6@- Js,△亡三e十bPA音ds且

and also be expanded as

-40-
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許c:;象:;'o'･

Rk塩許諾`t)十0(Rky-),
托.3)

Where g(0) and g(1) are tensors due to x+(0) and x+(1) respec-

tively.

The outer expansions are

x; -托K塩X;(チ,
･

0(RJL)･ (Jt-･･2･3) "a'

X; -.RkX:(～r)
- o(Rヒ)･ (…♭)

Substituting (5.7) and (6.I) into (4.4b) and (4.5), ve obtain

｡x;'o'一軒i'○'-
oノ

ちx;'o'-o,
(6.亡c7,♭)

x;`o'-
△･,I

,
om sF, (b･bo,

→ ∂ .
as /rJ-一----CO. ‖.占♭)

to order R望 and

△x;…一句X4TL''-
o, 竜K;･'り-

o,

K;L''-
oノ 0- Sf･

(b.7a, b)

(i.9)

to the first order in融/2. The outer boundary condition of'
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xJTILりis established by the matching condition･ Revriting

equation (4･4b) in terms of the outer variable (5.13) and

substituting the outer expansions (6.4) into t.he resulting

e一ation, ve have the equations for

(X;'t'ノⅩ:tり)

-i(c･守)･51X;川-(ct)9&Ⅹ:'L'

竜X;'''-o･

==
=

=･--==二.:::=･･･=:::コ

毎ヱ･+"･左五;i,''
(i.1a)

(b･紬)

to the lowest order in R土/2. The outer boundary condition

is

X;"(r～,-oノ
aS /i/→p "'[o'

and in addition XTLiLr) should satisfy the matching condi-

J

tion at r=0.

6-2. Zeroth order inner approximation

The solution or (6.5) and (6.6) can be expressed in

terms or the Stokes solution. The asymptotic f､orms of､ the

一ヽ一

solution as r ー ∞ are
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X:8J'o'(y,ニーs･J(r'夢JOt芸てo'-/AJT;o'続s･J.(I- 0 (,13)

X.+6d'o'(r'ニーtJ･ (h'5J?>d叫-//,Ji'o'1R･義fJ加十0(r-4)
(6.//a′ムノ

With

IA{:oノiLt
-

IAJL.I;'i,I-

Eシt&許諾o',,6･/i,

Where g??(0)and g!?(0)
a,e the i-th component of the dimension-

1ess Stokes Force and torque acting on the particle Which

translates α-0 (rotates α=1) along (about) the 3'-th axis With

the unit velocity (angular velocity), respectively. Thus

from (5.27) it follows that.

曾L?;Lo'--rLtJ-ノa!:J･'o'-(bD)ttit,
砧.13)

告:,'.'o'-芽Ltott'ウノ-- (o^)Lン･･

6-3. First order outer approximation

From the asymptotic forms(6.ll) the matching conditions
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of (i;uJ'Ⅹ:")atデ-o are obtained as

E;'''-
-

sJ･R(r～'3:o',

Ⅹ:'り--tJ､(r)3J･'Q'′

(`.L4･a)

㍑.1小)

The solution of' (6.9) and (6.10) satisfying (6.14) can be

Written as

E:`''(r～,
- -

G-Jl(r～,矛r',

Ⅹ:'''(r～)
=

⊂_==__コ

TI (ti～)･5:i'0',

(ら､ISTCt)

(i.けb)

vher･e (C+,r') satisfies

-

(c･F)･～v6++ ct･ GJ-一宇丁十十ATG+十IJしF)∫
Li.1bet)

/ヽ_

∇･与十-o, (i.L'b)

GJしF)-タ0, aS lr～ト-∞･ (i･t?)

Field

(X;i('わJヱ:i('L-,)
has the following expansions for small

i己

r such as
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E;'-'--(も､止(戸'-ト肘拡ノ十0`F)I,b.,Ca,

Ⅹ:`''-
-

tl(r-)%}W',

here H+ is a const.ant second r･ank tensor.

(b.LF♭)

6-4. First order inner approximation

From the expansions(6.18) and the matching principle,

the first order inner solution (Xr'Zr'JX:u'(y,) must satisfy

the boundary condition;

x;u'- Hfu3].", as lr/-伽･ (-ノ

Then the asymptotic i.orms of Stokes solution of (6.7),(6.8)

and (6.19) are

x`･+a""～y'- l｣ち､許J?&o"'-SEl(r,A,I;
+ 0(p~l)/

(6.之oq)

x:冒"(Fj--+,I(r,bJ;十0(r~3)/a5 /r/--,

Where b?q is a constant tensor.

-45-
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7. Calculation of the field 4,a.I

Here for simplicity, notations for線I in Which indeces

such as β,i are suppressed, are introduced. Let us Write

yJ･･&?( Y, -

<Y･(r)[<～A?>- {J･(r,
′ヽ..′

+･,笠(r,
-くF(p･)k～RP>三y.(,)

7-1. Inner and outer expansions

Consider the solution or (3.13) and (3.14). The

analysis vilュ proceed in a Way similar to those of､ Chaps. 5

and 6. Taking into account the exparlsions of the systemat-

ic field (I,,p)and the adjoint field XI, ve､have the

inner expansion,

yJ,三-=1.-た`o'(p)十&鬼ね`′ノ(r)十0(Pkyl)

and the outer expansions

-46-
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十d･
-RkyL曳､(F,

+ o(RkyZ)′ `j-'11･3) L7･1Q'

14 - Rk丸(r～) ･

o(RL') (7.1♭)

Using (4.14) and (4.7), and substituting (5.7), (6.I) and

(7.1) into (3.13) and (3.14), ve obtain

△甘o'
∂

-_ニー

~~~~+r.
d
㌔`o'-△x･).'o'′ キyd､`o'-0,

(ワ.3a,i)

1亡り
o

ノ 0竹 Sf
(7.",

~~→ 0
ノ a5 Irトーーcx3･ (ワ.4-ら)

to the lowest order in R土/2and

△+;L'-i5･Y･…
- △XJtくりJ 車}ごり-o,

L7t5q,b)

七"'-oノ Oq SF LW

to the first order･ The outer boundary condition o'f Lk`"(r)
J

as r-- can also be derived by the matching condition.

Likewise the equations for

(考''(-r,′武一i-r,)
become
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i(c･r～'･専横り十⊂J且壬i''-一軒ご'+左ギ'-A～x*;'′
(7.'7q)

≒を三り-｡,
J

ち(り-,oJ

(7.7♭ノ

as J戸トー---づCX3. L7.a)

7-2. Zeroth order inner approximation

▲

The solution of､ (7.3) and (7.4) is given by

Yd.,三`c'-< 1r71(r'k,～^1メp'-o,

Y.,ミ√¢±< F (r) K～{dプo'-
-ズ=oW'(y)

- tJLr)･utRd
'り十

○(′-?)I

a∫ IP-]ーPo.

(7.チa)

(r7t?b)

7-3. First order outer approximation

The matching conditions for

(ち-紘,4iiり(F,)
at i -o are
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ち(t'-｡し～r-1'′ fJ'-ち(～r'aJl
(7.too.b)

The solution of (7.7) and (7.8) Which satisfies (7.10) is

given by

寄り(r～)-

-+(
ad､-'(-r, -

㌔､-(F,1･告ごノ, ,7tHa,

壬.'‖(F)-一三:L`とt)-i-tT=(戸)-Tq(チ)†曾io'.
'7."b'

(see Appendix-D). From (5.2la), (5.24a), (6.15a) and

(6.18a) the expansion of､

有り(F,

here

～

at r =O is or the Form

(H;-
-

I-IJ-)各州(0.'+o(F)･

㌔･十 ○(千),

q- i(H-tr)･9'0'

( 7.12_)

(7.15)

7-4. First order inner approximation

By the matching principle the field (t･(''(r,′*+(''(r,)must

satisfy t.he condition
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LVJ､`り(r)- qJ′ 以5 Lr1-DO･ (7･J牛j

Then it is easily found that the asymptotic expressions of

the Stokes problem (7.5), (7.6) and (7.14) are

y,･,三`り-<

v7･(y,k～3,t''-ad･ヱーSJ･-(r,九2J ･-o,r-1),

よ

(ワ./千句ノ

L(.I:…-< F～(r,Fldフu,ニー+a.(r,が十0,r-j),
as /r/-･.ーCQJ

Where I?i is a constant tensor_
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8. Computation of the correlation function of

the f'1uctuating generalized hydrodynamic f､orces

Let us consider the cor･relation function of the fluct.ua-

ting generalized bydrodynamic Forces (hereaf'ter calling cor-

relation function simply). Corresponding to the expan-

sion of粥,l, the correlation function is expanded as

YL;
-

Y;S(○)-RkkyTJt`い十0(RL<りノ
(8.1)

Where Y号ヴ(o)is the zeroth order correlation function due to

吋9) and YTq(I)the first order one due to吋!) Further by

the use of the relations(4･14)

and書弓X:i-i'o,
the equations

of motion (7.3) forや;f9) can be put into the form

ち(く号ゴ什'hJ,`oJ十くRtJt'r'柑>ro'‡=o,
しT.ユa)

vhere

<句t(r,臣LJ,LO)-璃x:t三`o'Lr,･未女;三'c'Lr,l.
(T.2_b)

similarly for粥!!) ve have
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)
~~■■■■ー

I?

here

i<句し"ktAS)'''+<O13)､(r)打f〉川†.-
o, (3･3久)

くmT,､Lr, klJ
,しt'-塙x'I(-'(p-朱xJl+I(り(r,i

(6･3b'

8-1. Zeroth order correlation f､unction

From the definition (4.2) it follows

y;I;'o'-[sF△LtEI'%hA(r,Rf,'o''･<禿&(蛸〉'o't

Using (2.7c), (7.9) and (8.2b) one can vr･ite (8.4) as

く-[E-(r痛チ'`o'十くO'p&'r)呼メ.'-
-

ofiJ?o'(r,I

/ヽ_ ′ヽ-_

J

oLsLe (r) ｡

け.午)

ほ. 5-)

Where

0:a;.'o('r,
is the stress tensor due to

x;守,'o'(see

(4.7)). Thus f'rom (6.2) and (8.4) ve obtain

y?ヴ(o)
=

-g?守(o)
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8-2. F土rst order correlation f､unction

Ve calculate the first order correlation function

(Brenner and Cox30)). Let (t'en,pだ)be the dimensionless

Stokes field Which satisfies

fFdtIてち′れ†-0ノ 缶v'･R-o′ (3nqJ♭'

vtr-B - △m? , o竹 5p , (5.紘,

~→ 0
′

CtS lr卜→po′ (㌢.3♭)

てち--~だcn､i十年vJ冬十朱vTdtま′(9･=

vhere

て毒-
isthestresstensordueto (vぞn,pe)･

This Stokes field is identical With I;で,(0)
defined by (6.5) and

(6.6). Therefore, the asymptotic forms of (vぞn,pだ)are

given by (6.9);
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7LP･(,)ニーSt)I(r,昔;tPr'-(LJIま`oノi先s`)I(〟 + 0(rj),

(61･(Oq)

F-p(r,--

tJ､ (r,許J?-"'- iんJま`o'怯tJ(r,十0(rl),
(t.Lob)

as /rJ一-⇒ DO.

Take the scalar product of (8.3a) With I)ぞn, and (8.7a)

vith くVJ(r)KtI>u'一九T,i"'Zr)and subtract to obtain

一ヽ_

o三7IlmeL"缶(<ち(r,klf,L''十<弓･(y,打>`l'iJ

- !くul'･(r,貯,
'''-

Ltn･Zd('Y,[キて言I-(r'
(㌢.1り

since ち巧op-毒<巧K～Ld,"-毎x:i"t'-o.and

塙仙りiI<句k,I?f'`り十<句ILr,FI'しり1

-

i;J<紬む〉tり-x･甘`叫lてFd山`r)1

(8･12･)

(see Appendix-A), it f､ollovs that (8.ll) becomes
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o

-ち【vL･mPLr't<モL･J(r,拓望>…十くalt･j(r)紗∫†

一紬r,K"王,"-xtl+/'''(r,lてLf-(r,).
(3.13)

Integrating this over the volume VL bounded externally by the

surface SL, Of radius L, and by t.he surface Sp of the parti-

cle, yields

(I,L-1s,)〔vcL(r,l<モJd･Lr,K=,(I,.･<句(r)～K"-1

-

f<取りkt>`リーX㌶`り(r,1てみ(r)dsJt'r'

=0. (8.I4-)

Using the boundary condition (8.8a) and (4.2), and letting

L- -
, ve can Write equation (8.14) as

Ymp三･`り-[sF△cli<モLtJ･(r,K～Ly･.く6tJ.(r, ～Kl,u,idsJt(r,

(IニdL)l十(工三三)ユ- (i::)3,
(官.1∫)
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Where

(I"p:〕1- 1sFi<5((r,Rdi,--Xご`1叫-叫r,′
(a.Ji)

(工ヱ:)I
-蝕J5｣VLtA(r,kT～Lt3M恕タ,十く5()I(嶋叫r,,

し㌻.(r7)

(Im@&l3
--LPhJsL

i< a"r,K～Ldブり-x7:(I'(r,)てu3?-(r,dsJ(r,.
(P.Ig)

consider (IeT)l･ Since <%L.(r)だi>== x:JLl川(r)ニ0｡n Sp,

ve obtain

(Ie号)I
- 0. (8.19)

Next ?onsider (IeT)2･ The terms in the integrand only

contribute to (Ie?)2 if the they do not tend to zero faster

than r~2 as r-… From (8.10) v官n-o(r~1) and from

(2.7c), (6.20), (7.15) and (8.3b)
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′ヽ.■′

<モtti(r)k～孟>'I)十<爺甘(r)K芸>(り-○(r-2)′

as lrトーづJわノ

therefore. it follows that the integrand is 0(r13)

r - ∞ Thus

(I恕)2= 0.

consider now (I無)3. Since, from (6.20a) and (7.15a),

(8.20)

< ifLt(r)鉛〉''｣x;i"''(r)-0(i)′ q5 IrJ-DQ,

it f､ollovs that contribution comes only f､rom the term

yen-o(r~1)
as r-∞ Hence, from (7.13) and (7.14),

(8.18) becomes

(ImPRd)3ニーt去(=.tTz-HLLh)%OhJl"- H･Ltk官三才`りi

悠LLて(elm,r,dsJt(Y,
- 壬(H･tk･H/h)争㌫`o'

メ4tJL
I

'PJ-Jr,dsJ･_(r,･

(3.よI)
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On the other hand, integrating (8･7a) over the volume I;L and

letting L -∞, ve obtain

/I,て?tJ-(,,dsj,r, -

/LPjJsLて.ふ(r,dsJ
,Y,I ( C･ユヱ,

From (6.2) and (8.10), (8.22) can be vr･itten as

茅;L三`"
-4J,Lて･舟(〃d5･,r,･

(c･13,

Hence it follows that

(lPmJ9),-士仙k十=tTh)9-o'tPJ'含㌶(o!(F.ヱ十)

Substituting (8.19), (8.20) and (8.24) into equation (8.15),

ve finally obtain

YmT/'-.i (H･･,1十Ll/'･h+)冒:LE`∂ノ算三:(c,
(C.ヱT)
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9. Langevin equations for the Brovnian particle

Here in order to vr･ite the L.angevin equations of the

arbitrary shaped particle immersed in an unbounded rotating

fluid, ve substitute (5.27) and (5.28) into (2.15a) and

change the coordinate system to the laboratory Frame, and

obtai･n

Ⅰ十だk'T･H,

+
R:L^7H,;)(oli′o.S)(:BB:Vnf+)

up to o(融/2) in the matrix form; Where

vB=譜J V+-kl･X8,

(?.り

(?.ヱqノ♭ノ

here r8 is the position vector from the orlgln 0 Which is on

the axis of i-1uid rotation. Furthermore, substitution of

(8.6) and (8.25) into (8.1) and the use of. (6.13) yields

<F> -

o(cKk)ノ くh>
-

o(RFyl),

(チ.3q.b)
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1言如ノF;汁,>dt- rJ ･-lRkylG/JHhA十磁ノCJt

十0(β[<k)

I:<如ノ巧､",,dt- ｢Is?-,昏,t,,,dt)七

∫?,4L)

-

oA-(J､+壬&Jli7h (HItL十HÅ三)山).

十0(Rたyi)′
/?･∫ソ

1:<M-･･,t,巧･-ノ>dt -

oDシ′+如kko^" 'HM +仙AJl

ィ0(&りノ
(?.〟

Where H and rr are the side force tensor and the adjoint side

force tensor for the rotating fluid(the axis of rotation is

X2), here

/1tJ､- /-/a:I
A, o i3

0 i乙 0

-A3 0 iI
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A/

-JTf(/アナチG)･Vf#之･
⊥
C/T3 ノ

ん-#7E2･孟′

A3-諺(′9一子yl)苧乙､⊥d>7E} I

AL >i/ >A, >o,

f9.3-qノ

(9･Fb)

(9.㌻Cノ

( 9.CTd)

Thus the fluctuation dissipation relations up to 0(R土/2) are

obtained for the Brovnian particle of arbitrary shape in a

rotating rlu土d. It should be noted that For the particle

of､ special Form With o人= 0 (e.g. sphere, regullar polyhedra,

ellipsoid) the fluid' rotation affects the systematic force

and the correlation function of. fluctuating force to 0(Rた/2).

Our･ formulae (9.1) to (9.8) are quite gener･a1, hovever,

it is difficult to get the explicit forms of the f'riction

tenso.r･s for the arbitrary shaped particle･ Let us consider

the･ special case, 1.e. the spherical particle. Since

｢i)I = 67r∂i)･, 0^i).
= (0^)i). = 0, oDi)･

- 87T6ii for a sphere, thus ve

obtain the Langevin equations in dimensional f､orm
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竹譜--6,Lル玖(i ･6TLRkyiH)(V;-C･X;)十F: …'

仰al･J･ま苧-一純血a3(n'B一凸'+)-赫
(9.?b)

and the rluc亡uation dissipation relations

<FLt)〉-ル玖TTow(R{z), <iht,〉 -pa3i2oxo(尼L.y-)ノ

(7./0々,b)

1pp<F-i,(i,FT"I,〉di-2hDT如a

叫+如kk-6K(H･J.+HIJ)
｣
o(&pT'i,

(チ.//a)

Jb7<FT･,I-巧,(寸ソ'dt
- 1pp<～-,･,,I,FJT′√t,,)dt

- /?13Tルclヱxo (R/<1L)
J

(9.//bノ

1pp</q.,･(" q,t･,,dtニュん,F,L,ta,,巧.- o ce,(k-,',

(9.//c,)
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10. Discussion

In this paper ve derived the LarlgeVin equations For the

Brovnian particle of､ arbitrary shape in an unbounded rotating

Fluid f､rom the semi-macroscopic approach based on f-1uctuating

hydrodynamics. In order to treat the nonlinear term of the

Navier-Stokes equation, one must take into account the

spacial nonuniformity of the validity of the

app;'oximation. Using the matched asymptotic･-expansions for

solving the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation at small

Reynolds numbers (R ≪R之/2≪1) , ve obtained the systematic

force and torque on the particle and the f､Iuctuation-

dissipation relations up to 0(R土/2). It is Worth noting

that the tensors H and H' are given by the equat.ions',

Hニー‡キL～r,-.S(P,Ty=｡ニー去J沖(k'-SL叫純,
(JO.ta)

H十--i qf(F)
-

S(F)i-__｡-一志f=㌢〔h,-S叫dk,
L10.Lb)

f;om the equations (5.24), (6.18)(see also Appendix B and C).

一ヽ′

From these equations and the fact that C(r) (or C'(t) ) is the

solut･ion or (5.22) (or (6.16)), it f､ollovs that the ef､rects

of the fluid rotation to 0(R上/2) are expressed in terms of H

and lr. Thus if ve obt,aim the Stokes drag and torque on
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t.he particle, it is easy to Writ,e the Langevin equatiorlS and

the fluctuation-dissipation relations up to 0(鶴/2). It

should be noted that the f､1uctuation dissipation relations

consist not only of the side force tensor H but also of the

adjoint side f-orce tensor rr to 0(R土/2). The adjoint side

force tensor･ H' is derived not from the velocity field but

fr.om the adjoint field, that is, ve need additional informa-

Lion H◆~ in order to obtain the fluctuation dissipation

relations to 0(鶴/2). This
･differs

from
.the

case of

Brovnian particle in a quiescent fluid, in Which the fluctua-

Lion dissipation relation can be Written only in terms of the

friction tensor. In the limit of R土/2- o, our formulae reduce

to the Well known equations(see Foister33 ).

Nov consider the case of spherical particle. It is

interesting that to 0(R土/2) the systematic part of side force

is independent of､ the rotation or the particle, and this f､act

also holds for the corr･elation functions of fluctuating f'orce

and tわrque. Even if､ the particle is a sphere, it

experiences the side force, While the autocorrelation func-

lion of' the Fluctuating Force is diagonal but anisotropIC. In

particular it should be noted that. the fluid rotation af-fects

not only on the components of Yi perpendicular to the angular

velocity vector 虫壬of the fluid, but also on the component of

164-
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y8/ pararell to it.

Let us consider･ the diffusion of the spherical Brovnian

particle under the f'1uid rotation. In the limitting case

of'R上/2- o , the fluid rotation can only convect the parti-

cle, then the discussions about this situation have already

been done (Foister33), sancho et al.34 ). Hence ve Will

concern only the effect due to the first order term in R土/2.

Applying the procedure in the derivation or the Fokker-Planck

equa.Lion to the Langevin equations of a spherical Brovnian

particle (9.9a), (9.10a), (9.lュa), (9.7) and (9.8), ve obtain

the dif'rusion equati9n in a rotating fluid(see Appendix-H)

STt,W(X',t')
･左肘(x')～(I,'t')i

- tD⊥(3i,･封･Dp3%,]v'x:t')(LO,2_)

where I/(Ⅹ',i) is the probability distribution function of the

Brovnian particle and

V(x') - C'･X′′ (lO.3)

D⊥ - Do (i-も7LRKylh.)ノ DA:-D.〔ト`7CPKyZh之),

D｡-止工占7Cんし0.
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Since h'>hl>0 , the diffusion coefficients are r･educed due to

the fluid r･otation. Thus the diffusion coefficients Will

have the Weak anisotropy. Solving the equation (10.2)

subject
to the boundary conditions

～(x'/t'--o) - S(x'), (LO.6久)

V(x', t')--- oノ aS LX'I----od/

UO.6b)

ve have

V(X/, t')-
･ (4J7Ct')

3'2

(.DfDク)九
-ill

>

_/-

t

x12+ X3'2
++

_-4-Dl t'

((o.7)
It is easy to see from the above solution that the constant

probability surface is a oblate spheroid Whose major axis is

parpendicular to 【】fand minor one pararell to Qf･ It Will

be hoped that R土/2dependence of the diffusion constants (e.g.

Dl/D｡-1 -ら7TLh.RkV2
) is examined experimentally though

the correction is small', e.g. for the spher･e of radius

a = 10-3 cm, With parametersたB=1.38×10116 erg/°eg, T=300｡ K ,

of-10sec-I,リ= 0.01 cm2sec-1 , then Uo-10-5/2cm/see, R - 10-7/2 ,

RK-10~3, R土/2=10-3/2 The correction Will be a few per cent

but not be undetectable.
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Appendix-A The proor of､ the reclprOCal relation

Let (u,p) and (蛋,;) be any dimensionless fields to

satisfy

v･u=o) v･u^=o

/ヽ

and.ごi)A ,てi)-
be corresponding stress tensor defined by

てっニーPdTLt).十車uL､+缶uJ'
ノ＼ <

て･LJ.

-一戸JTLtj十h/a;†竜u)･

Now consider the following quantity

ノヽ

L毒uL,･モL)I-苛卜?JttJ･十苛-卦
Since V.tL - 0

-

qL'･(湾
十 j乙ニュJ

(A.Ia,♭)

(A.ユa)

(AID)

(A･∋)

(A. 4･)

and interchanging the indicies of t.he second term ve have

人

こし苛･浩､)igLIJ

Noting (A.1♭) ve finally obtain

鍔全･tJt-てっ璃･
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Appendix-B Computation of Green's function

and side Force tensor

In this appendix ve compute the side Force tensor H. A

part of this calculation has already been done by Drev35)

But there are some ser･ious err･ors in his paper, therefore his

results seem to be unacceptable.

Nov ve def､ine the Fourier transf'orm as

チ(r)
-誌†手(k'巳亡k/rdk′

辛(i,- Jナ(r,a-Lt'戸dF･

(a.la)

(ら.1♭)

Substitution (a.1) in (5.22) leads formally to the system

-(良庵-k∋缶)aL)t十G^T3JdTLt･一己tJ･
J亡3 しβ､之)

/ヽ /＼

ニー(.bL･TJ･ -好GLJ十Jtj.･

kこ･a甘-｡.

After eliminating Tj by using (B.3), ve have
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(k竜一k凍l)q"Lldt
-

I(d7L･.
-と皆･)

e3,･十(a;3
-1皆)

a･J

-鴫ニー(d7tj一骨)･
(B･+'

Following Drew, let us introduce the characteristic

co-ordinates

ノヽ ノヽ

klニーL･sin o, た3-たcos a)

Where k2=L-2 + i-≦is independent of cr. By cosidering a

sequence or chages or the dependent valuables, Gり Can be

found to be

&′- i- (-zyt
+々Ii^サ)(Tk-+_)･i一紙(i一去)
左i

一音J4iLoyo3QI(1寸W)読+(/-cw,+_],(a.6)

qT,i-滋(ふの--75-',
■へ

(8.7)

a,3- 忠 (hicoかナムf･-叫√′-,去+(′--)去]

-藷√′′-w,去-(I+t-,*]

ナず(去ナ+_)--C-,
'8.C'
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61/

-藷,/?i---'[(什7k'去+(ー#'去]
+ #去｢作zj4aの+eOの'[c,-w'(/揺)去

十(∫+u,(/一書2)去+,],(8.V

/＼

らユニ
点L盆2

i占+鮎12 ノ

"6Tlき-譜(kZj-･-の)[(,寸書'+_+(,-A-b'去]

一密議｢
(h之去ト-'[(什TFh'{,-w,去

-+ (トit)a-,i,-+ /},

島L
-一志〔左≧-の-A.2{"5～)I(′･w'+..(/-u,去J

一藷[(∫-Eu'+:(′～)去]

･ぞ(セナ去)-の如の′
/ヽ

q3l=
- ⊆≡国

良++EuZ

ヱ

(ぬCl一宮凡ふか)･

/ヽ

G,3- ÷(良1-ナナ占…ぉsto')(++十j=)
寸_biiヱ 〔去-Ti.)

(a.10)

(8.1り

(8.lユ)

(B.L3)

十釜['/--'去十{/.w'+.I--P.(良.汁)
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Where

LU-2舎,
k士-ムケ+(′土LL,)1. (8.IF,.b)

ノヽ

Also the Stokeslet Sij(た) is of the f'orm

′ヽ

s･J･'tL'- + (d;J一曽)･ (-ノ

From (5.21a) and (5.24a), the side Force tensor 〃り Can be

Written as

=ttj
≡-(

GLLiし戸,
-

SL-j(F'l臣壬.

畠[iをtti(良,-SL･J･Lk,Idk
-

-_
-

---■⊥_.■- (8.1P)

This integral can be carried out exactly by changing to

spherical co-ordinates (良, 6, a) vhere, £2=L-守+た3,

k=k cos 6 and た2=たsin 6. The components

H12, H21, H23 and H32 Vanish because of the symmetry of Gt)･ and

Sり; e.g G23(た2) - - G23(-i-2) and S23(た2)ニ ー S23(-た2)･

Results are

H.､j =

h.-去(.q

hI 0 h3

O hl 0

-h3
O hl

】

十叫㌻)宇そ-計7L3 I

hl-貨TL2･去,

L5-去(.?一叫㌻)晋･⊥6TL3 ･
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Appendix-C The proof of the reciprocal relation of

of H and H+

Ve prove here the reciprocal relation For

Gij(I,r) and GT).(∫,r) . Let us Write equations (5.22) and

(6.16) as

E?
3工Ji

a

∂ヱ亡

and

Where

⊂√1j
-

MLtLGT&JニーSL3･S(I-r) ･

I
(-Jt

畠て:lk-

Mて^6･1+kニーdTLlマdl(I-r),
′

a

言云(T7h
- 0,

(こ.L久)

(こ･( b)

((.ユ4)

(C⊥b)

てttlj--TJtdT･t, +恵G-tti十缶GIRJI,
((･叫

て了--
-Tkt6Lt且十恵与;'ミ十競GrT4kノ(こ･3b,
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M比-
CFをX輯crtt且十い且J

帖ニーc汀㌔ちdTt･&十C且CJ

(亡14-a)

(亡.+ら)

and
-

of theargument of ら and Gf is omitted for the sake of

simplicity. Nov take the scalar product of (C.1a) With

GTk(∫,r') , and (C･2a) With Gi)･(3E,r) and subtract to obtain

ら品(=')t克て亡AJ･
-MLA吋

-ら亡j
(XJ

r'息てて-
-

M+Lt且G&'kl
｡‥)

ニーG-{hしX･
r′'√v-r'+年hiLl, r)dlは-rJ)

Substituting (C.3) and (C.4) into (C.5), using the

relation(see Appendix-A)

(畠{ek)て(Aj て7Rk(忠(TIT)I)′

ve obtain

克[(7LttkてLtAJL - Gってて-
- G,亡'h

CL.&Xをq-&Jl

(亡.ら)

-らhJt (r′ド)a-(llr')
-

G{hLX･r')dTLl-r) I

(c･7ノ
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Integrating this over the sphere of r･adius K and using

Gauss● theorem yields

G･hJt({･r)
-

rT];(=′) (〔･才)

- isk[&+(kてttlj一叫L-C,+ttlC紳j】d紳･

Provided that in the limit of K -cc the surface integral

vanishes, ve obtain the reciprocal relation

■

Grhj (r'J r) -

(q{h｡rJ r')A (⊂.り

Next consider the relation between H and H+. From

(5.21a), (5.24a), (6.15a) and (6.18a), H and H十 are def､ined

explicitly as

=I･):--a 〔&Ltj(ド O)
- SLjしr･o)],

】卜→○

トl･tj-｢怒o〔cT:J.'r10'- SL･JILr･0'〕,

(c･ Loq)

(亡.lo♭)

here
～

is also omitted. Because of the veil known f'act for

the StokeSlets

sっしP7JrTl)
I SJtじ(r2Jr7),

the f､olloving identity holds
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Grも(rJ
rl'- SLtJl(r･rl)- G･lS(rl･r･)- S,･LLrl,R)･

(c.1ヱ)

Putting r2
- O and letting rl - O in (C.12), and from (C.10),

ve finally obtain

H'Li - Hit ･ (い3)

This relation can also be shown by the direct calculation of､

Ir With the same procedure as H in appendix-B. The proof'

by the direct calculation of H' supports the assumption about

the surf､ace 主ntegral in eq. (C.8).
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Appendix-D Derivation of the first order outer field

In this appendix many indexes such as ii,q,(1), and of

X諾一之丸and包芸ノし衰)
are omitted for the sake ｡f simplicity･

using the notations in Appendix-C( ve can Write the

equations (6.9), (6.10), (6.14), (7.7), (7.8), and (7.10) as

△%J･一考モ.-Mj&し鴫- △X;,

毒気-o,
士d･ - 0しx~リ,

-ニラ O ∫

and

a5 (Xl-ーOJ

CIS tX卜-OQ

(∫--[･ユ,3)
(D. lcL)

(D. Ib)

･E:;一義Ⅹ.+-M;且し蛇ニ-o
(Jt王･･ヱ,3,

`岬

ちⅩ;
-ol 'D･3bJ

X;-, -sJ,又しX,･号io',
a5 tXI-o･ (D14a,

-~~フ
0
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Substitution of :D.3a) into (D.1a) yields

△もー竜(更◆十王;)-M)上げ底-M;A(X'X三･
(D･5)

Let us vr･ite the solution of (D.5), (D.1b) and (D.2) as

iJ.(X)ニー士(Gr:lし★-6･JrLしX,T･号ic'十AこLY',(D･ 6q,

吏†(x'十Ⅹ;α,ニー与!TILX)-T&(x巾io'十B(x)(D.`♭)

Substitut.ing
･:D.6)

into (D.5), using (5.22) and (6.16), ve

obtain the equations for A((I) and B(3();

△ AL1一缶B-MEt&(nA} --･÷ (M山(れ十MLTA(よj)･Glh･5Lo',

(P.7cL)

畠A(-10,

A,(I)- o(x~')∫

~---~づ 0
′

a5 Il暮II-o

CLS tXl-･-･･-→oo.

【D.7♭ノ

(D.3a)

(D.5 ら)

From definitions (C.4) or N(I) and N十(I) in Appendix-C and

the fact Cij - - C,･i for pure rotation, it follows t･hat the

right hand side of (D.7a) vanishes. Thus

A.(A) = o, B(x) -o.

-78-
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Theref､ore ve Finally obtain

ち(I,ニー士Lqfi(X,
-

GTJ･且(X)〕･5io',

宅(x)-一足†(x)-÷[TJL+(X)
- TA(I)]･3:ioJ.
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Appendix-E Estimation or the surace integral in (4.10)

We Will now estimate the outer surface integral of

(4.10), Which can be Written as

IJ畔ズ,tくモっ･(-(r,,+く弓･(-A(叫

-<伐(ズJ札(r,> e:A?計(X'

-R A:&@(メJく紬禿&(r,,>巧(∫,j
JsJ･(X,

(E.1)

At large distance of､ ∫ tbe major contribution comes From the

last term P XT@&(x)(伐叫禿tur,)巧t(X),therefore it is suffic-

ient to consider･ only the following quantity

JhelBt

`r'-鮭k去榊く伽払(r,'巧`L'dsJ･
(∫)I(冒.ヱ,

When I lies at large distance in the outer region, from the

expansions (5.la) and (6.4a) ve have
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Rip(1)- R{1C･x～十---･ ′

x;α)
-

kI(ylE/'''(文)-
--･･

ニーRkylCT,I+- (X～)
･5}'り--･J/･ノ

(E.3)

(E.4･)

vhe.re (6･15a) is used･ Vhile (<萌hlJi.L>ノ<Fo1～JLl>)

satisf､ies (3.ll) or

LJF(I)4>,如(I, P･) -タo"A (I, P)

=

㍗--吾''x-r')

=~(巧'占R吾伽p')
(≡, 6)

If ve put as follows and use the simplified notation

<uTf･(x,6t^且(r')-一缶DL)･hed,r･)--Vr･D(I. r)ノ(E､叩
J

<F･(L'禿L'r'>- ~考6-J､bR
V,JT'=-Vr･を(1, r'J (E17b'

then (D(F′r)ノ も(I,r,) satisfies
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L■(D%uJr',)=｢5
{o'ズ~r)

Now introducing the outer variable as

x -RKyLx,

/ヽ_′

expanding (Dv,r),令(X,r)) inR土/2 as

D(′′r) - RKylDl(j′r)十---,

各は,r) -

RK 6･i(gJr)十､-､.･ノ

and substituting these into (E.6), ve obtain

and

(モ.C)

(E.9ノ

(E.10q)

(冒.1()bノ

へ一′

△Di -

∇61 - M(ど)･t>1ニーrJ(才一～r) (⊆･I(4)

S･Dl -0
(ち.Ll ♭)

to the lowest order in R上/2, Equations (E.ll) are similar to

equations (5･22) for G(i), then ve may expect that Dl(i,i)

has the same structure as C(I), in particular the same

asymptotic behavior. Substituting (E.3), (E.4) and

(E.10a) into (E.2) ,
ve obtain
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J-hAPF

(r～,ニー2k惣Jsk仁描犠Di.L･-以(I-,Yl,I･c-,与化√女)I(貫･J2)

LZ±:

It is known that the far field structure of G(I) and G'(i)

has the cubical cone (see Appendix-F), i.e.

C-tJ-(宮〕JGT)I･営)-去J
+｡r

as /FII--→Ln

(i,i+x7)yL

I x～z/y3
≦ ♂(エノ.

(E･ /))

Ther･efore fr･om (E.12) and (E.13) the major･ contr･ibution of

the surface integral of (E_12) for fixed 7 and for large i is

or the Form

ムへ
I k-ナPQ /skGL;(i,･/恵Dl/--(I-,r-,Icγ I-, dsJk, I

gJ冒′･ノ

1
/ヽ一一 --∴

-
.

収f lx～L-FLJi
位=x-lly3 ～ Jx-Lr3i (⊆.I.)

Thus letting ^'- -, ve obtain the following estimation for

l

any r;

7hRe3(r) -

0(PJ･
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Appendix-F The struct.ure of Green's funct,ion

i己

The structure of Green's i-unction C(x､) is far more

complicated. Hovever, if ve r･estrict attention to the

flow at large distance, i.e.ほ[ ≫ 1 , it is not difficult to

investigate the main effect of the rotation36) In order

to see the Wake structure, it is easy to consider the compo-

nent G2=(ェ) , Which is given by

GTl-(X～,

-藷J 良占十4一結
a Lt･k･x～

o[La.

Now ve introduce cylindrical co-ordinates as

k. - ^kceseノ k3 -&^Jah&′

and

′ヽ■′

♭-(文.,吏;)/

(F.1)

(FT.2q)

(F.2b)

Where 0 denotes the angle betveen占 and i, then (F.1) becomes

ら乙(天,

-去Jop^kd-klo2dWoi_:dk乙
^kl(♭三十^kl)_ei^k盲wso

･Ltk, 2i

(kf十^kl)3十4･広
･

Poles or the integrand occur When

(^kl十k三)3十4k22-0･
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If G22(i) is expanded for large l=2l , the dominant contribu-

tion to the integral With respect to た2 0CCurS When the

imaginary part of､ the root of､ (F.4) is smallesし and this

implies that a neighbourhood of the or･igin k = O is to be

considered. The minimum imaginary part of､ L-2 0CCurS

vhere £ is small

』ユニi^k3+ ○〔名q). (F･f)

By this approximation the integral of' (F.3) can be vr-itten as

,_ ,3､
I (PM(LTL^rPJ.ー

^k･e舶血&･Ltbユ五
紘(文,

-去Jop^kdS5.?LeipBb之芯`十ヰk三
+=--. LF.占)

This integral is carried out, thus ve obtain

･屯ユ(i)-志J."51e-S3Jo
(享S)dS十0(,I-Lr'), (F･7)

vhere

ラ-ほ.1十X-;,y-(｢去)y3′
(斤･曾)

and Jo is the zer･oth order Bessel function. It is easily

seen that the Width of viscous Wake grows as (=2)1/3 and it is

'～

expected that the other components of' C(∫) and also of G十(3C)

have the same Wake structure.
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Appendix-G The effects of R(右･.∇)i; term

～
'～

Nov ve estimate the magnitude of' the R(tI.V)v term.

一ヽJ

If R(I/.V)v term is retained, to (3.ll) and (3.13) are to be

added respectively terms,

′ヽ_ ′ヽ一

良
<巧(xJt'竜tnt'xJt'O'kA(rt′)>

R<巧(x′t,竜uL･(X,七)klP'rt′)>
i=▼ウ

and

((I. i)

(ら.2_)

Here ve assume that the probability distribution of 岩i,･ is

nearly Gaussian. Then the triple
momentく～p316･>

van-

ishes and the fourth order moment <宗～p6L81> may be

expressed in terms of the second order moment <aL51>.

similarly the fourth order moments <7r～i?テF～),<77ゲi?S> ,

<i?チv～わetc. may be expressed in the lowest order in R土/′2in

terms of the second order moments as <音&>, <v-良)'Q:<17Q･JTt>(〟

etc., which are solutions .. of､ ■ (2.13a) With all R-terms

dropped.

Consider the rolloving triple moments
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5ZI

u (pT･tlx･x'･t')
-=く軒Lr･t)a=(X･t)3L(I;t,)>,

^p (r, tlX,XJ,で)
=くF'r,t,6iLX,七)

8i(xJ,-"),

毛(r･tlx･,I,t･)≡ <･T(tt)3;(∫,i)声(x′. t,)>)
′ヽJ′

Which satisfy, fr･om (2.13a),

ノヽ

入諾十Rkj7･v,)諒十QO･v,庁卜VF(モ十<8'a'3',)

ニーR <(i?･vr)甘3L･3i>. (ら･i)

From the above discussions, the Fourth order moments in (G.6)

can be expressed in ter･ms of the second order moments to the

lowest order in R土/2, so that the right hand side of (G.6) is

o(R). Then this implies that (a.戸) isO(R).

Similar arguments are available also to the triple moments

～

<v～i(x,t)v～] (X･t)冒帥(r･t')> and <qi(x′t)v～] (X･t)dKA (†′)>･ that is･

it is natural to assume that (G.i) and (G.2) are 0(R2).

Next consider the contribution or R(v.V)v term to <F>
i:ウ =

and く〟>. Taking the conditional ensemble average of

(2.13a), ve obtain
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入尭<サ>十R〔(伊･v)<iF>十(<わ･ア)i>]
-

∇･(<壬>十<31>) -

-R<(か∇｣群>. ((r.7)

From previous discussions. it is i.ound that the right hand

side of (G.7) is 0(A). Therefore Within the approximation

neglecting o(R!/2),
the R(v.∇)～ll term can be neglected.

一､一
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Appendix-H Derivation of. the diffusion equation

Revriting the Langevin equation (9.9a) in the f､orm or

simultaneous equations

●
′`ヽ-′

v ニーBiV-tr∝)t十去F,

* - v,

(H.1)

(H.2.)

B-ち(Ⅰ十6,LRtFIH), 5-賢し,
(H･5'

ve obtain for the average values occuring in the Fokker-

Planck equation

とt-lO鴛'ニーBtV-U(Xl,虹慧'-v,
(H.4,51)

<△VL･△V･>
ムtー0 △t

I:,～.

2.良t3T!
■■■■■■■■- ---■･･---■-･--･l･■･･･■･l■■

.n

Xt'△XJt>

凸tーo ∠ゝt

= 0/

二= - ~=I-__--1t二~
O o

.十b7(RトyZhl O

O
( + 617r疋kyZh.

(H.占)

(H.7)

Where the correlation time or the random f､orces is assumed to
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be small compared to Jt and (9.10a), (9.lla) are used.

Using these quantities, ve get

望-
-おト8･[-Ⅴ",,Pi-皆鮒､鞍-P)I(H.9)

普ニー鰍小封-a(V-V(I"Vt十祭缶如5J･V),

(H.V

Where P(Y,i) and V(X,Y,i) are the probability density func-

tions of the particle in Y and (X,Y) space, respectively.

First consider (H.8). It is easily shown that this has

the Maxvell distribution

P-expト 帆(V-VV))i
ヱk8T

(H.10)

Next consier (H.9). Af､ter some manlPulation ve can Write

aS

碧-(恵一B-}副B･(Y-VO(,)V

十Z･[(ty一帖)十28て･島〕Wl

一決(I)wト(B7お)･王･(Bll汝)～.
(H･tI)
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Now integrating this equation along the straight line

Y- Ert･V- r= co･wst･ Ul. L2.)

from Y=-∞ to +-, one gets

主idY=rdY
- JJ藍ヂ,∨'･'鴫)･王･'Bl･&)V]dv･

LH.13)

If ve may neglect the changes in U(X) under the γ integra-

lion, ve can Write

告wニー*(u(x)v)+ 〔Bl･鼓)･z･(B-･･缶)V.

(H.14)

After a little manipulation ve obtain

告w-一恵(…州) ･ [DJ3il十封十Dg封w.
LH.IS)
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